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Introduction

Welcome to the amazing world of food photography! And it is

amazing to create delicious images that can quite literally make

your audience drool. Understanding what makes a food photo

appear super appetizing is what this book is all about. In this

book, I discuss the creative and technical aspects of food

photography to help you discover how to best capture the

essence of a food subject, using styling, focus, lighting, angle,

and more.

My love of food photography started early on. I noticed that

when traveling, instead of taking photos of monuments and

notable sites, I’d take pictures of the local cheeses, pastries, and

other delicacies. That’s when I realized I had found my passion.

I wrote Food Styling & Photography For Dummies to share my

love of food photography with you. I hope the tools, techniques,

and tips you find in this book can help you on your way to

creating some incredibly delicious photos!

About This Book
Food styling and photography are in keen focus these days,

with popular food blogs and food-related websites cropping up

all over the Internet. But there’s a perception that good food

photography is difficult and way more complicated than

ordinary photography. Well, in this book, I strive to shatter that

illusion.

Food Styling & Photography For Dummies uncovers the tools and

tricks you need to style and create delicious food photos. And

to do just that, you need an understanding of both the creative



and the technical aspects of dealing with food as the subject

and having all the equipment, props, backgrounds, and settings

in place to capture the moment (because sometimes, you really

have only a moment to get the perfect shot). The key is to take

that moment and shine, whether you do so by simply keeping

your yummy photos organized in your own archives or by

sharing with friends, family, blog or website followers, clients,

or agencies. I provide the info you need to do all the above.

In this book, I share the ins and outs of food styling and

photography in a simple and friendly way to help demystify the

subject. So whether you’re interested in food photography as a

business or for your personal blog or website, this book

provides easy-to-understand, well-organized, and useful

information designed to get you started on your path.

Conventions Used in This
Book

In this book, I use the following conventions to make sure the

text is consistent and easy to understand:

 For each pertinent photo example, I include the focal

length of the lens, shutter speed, aperture (f-stop), and

ISO value. For example, under each photo in this book,

you’ll see something like this:

85mm, 1/40 sec., f/3.2, 200

 Words in italics are new terms, followed closely by a

definition.

 Website URLs always appear in monofont.



What You’re Not to Read
While reading this book, if you happen across a Technical Stuff

icon along the way, you may or may not be interested in that

technical information. Read it only if you need it!

Any sidebars (text in gray boxes) found within this book are

also asides and aren’t vital to the content of the book itself.

Foolish Assumptions
Before I could write this book, I had to make some assumptions

about you, the reader:

 You want to figure out how to photograph food to make

it appear delicious and appealing.

 You’re fairly well versed in the basics of using a digital

single lens reflex (SLR) camera.

 You’re somewhat familiar with using Photoshop for post-

processing your images.

How This Book Is
Organized

To help you easily find what you want to know about food

styling and photography as you need it, I’ve divided the

chapters in this book into the following five parts. Each part

takes on both technical and creative aspects of food

photography.



Part I: Introducing Food
Styling and Photography
In Part 1, I provide an introduction to the tools and techniques

of food photography. Chapter 1 sets the stage for the rest of the

book with a broad overview of the material covered within

these pages. In Chapter 2, I explore the type of photo equipment

you need for food photography, which includes cameras, lenses

with various focal lengths, tripods, and other photographic

tools.

I discuss the fun world of plates, linens, and other treasures in

Chapter 3. I also cover types of backgrounds used in food

photography and some nifty places to find great ingredients for

your photos. Chapter 4 is all about teamwork and developing

relationships with the folks you may work with on a shoot.

Part II: It’s All in the
Presentation (Styling)
In this part, you discover a little more of the creative side of

food photography. Here, I discuss how to present a food in its

very best light for the camera. In Chapter 5, I talk about the

importance of preparing before a shoot and what that entails.

Chapter 6 has some fun information covering creative ideas for

super-yummy images. And Chapter 7 explores some cool ways

to overcome those messy food problems, including tricky foods

like ice cream and whipped cream.

Part III: Shooting the Food:
Techniques with the Camera



Part III may seem more technical because it’s all about shooting

and lighting techniques for food photography, but you can still

have fun with these tools. In this part, I explore image

composition and camera angles to use when shooting a food

subject; I also talk about lighting and focus, both critically

important in a food shoot.

Part IV: And for Dessert:
Managing Your Photos and
More
After you’ve shot your beautiful images, what happens next?

You find out in this part. The chapters in this part center in on

what occurs after you set the camera down, including saving,

backing up, and editing your photos, discovering tricks with

postproduction tools, creating a portfolio (in print and/or

online), and advertising your business.

Part V: Part of Tens
The Part of Tens is the well-known part found at the back of all

For Dummies books. In this part, you can find brief and helpful

info on the business of food photography, figure out how to

accent your food with creative toppings, and check out

important basics needed for a food shoot.

Icons Used in This Book
Icons call attention to some important tidbits of information

that can help you on the road to successful food photography.

In this book, I use the following icons.



 I use a Tip icon whenever I have a helpful piece of

information to share with you about food, styling,

photography equipment or settings, or a combination of

these.

 The Remember icon acts as a visual nudge to remind you

of certain practices or concepts.

 The Warning icon warns you about problems that can

trip you up on the road to creating delicious images.

 I use the Technical Stuff icon to let you know when I

delve in to greater detail on a particular subject. This info is

purely optional, meaning it’s not essential to a basic

understanding of the topic, so feel free to skip it if it doesn’t

interest you.

Where to Go from Here
Food Styling & Photography For Dummies is the type of book that

doesn’t need to be read from beginning to end — of course, you

can read it straight through if you want! — but know that I

organized this book so you can start just about anywhere to

pick up useful info as you need it.

With that said, I recommend that you do a quick read of Chapter

1, which is an overview of all the material in the book. That


